Abstract. The pseudo-polar Fourier transform is a specialized nonequally spaced Fourier transform, which evaluates the Fourier transform on a near-polar grid known as the pseudo-polar grid. The advantage of the pseudo-polar grid over other nonuniform sampling geometries is that the transformation, which samples the Fourier transform on the pseudo-polar grid, can be inverted using a fast and stable algorithm. For other sampling geometries, even if the nonequally spaced Fourier transform can be inverted, the only known algorithms are iterative. The convergence speed of these algorithms and their accuracy are difficult to control, as they depend both on the sampling geometry and on the unknown reconstructed object. In this paper, a direct inversion algorithm for the three-dimensional pseudo-polar Fourier transform is presented. The algorithm is based only on one-dimensional resampling operations and is shown to be significantly faster than existing iterative inversion algorithms.
PPFT. In section 2.2, we describe a fast algorithm for solving Toeplitz systems of equations. This algorithm is used in section 2.3 for fast resampling of univariate trigonometric polynomials.
2.1. Pseudo-polar Fourier transform. The 3D pseudo-polar grid, denoted Ω pp , is defined by
Ω ppx = k, − , with m = qn + 1 for an even n and a positive integer q. We denote a specific point in Ω ppx , Ω ppy , and Ω ppz by Ω ppx (k, l, j), Ω ppy (k, l, j), and Ω ppz (k, l, j), respectively. The pseudo-polar grid is illustrated in Figure 1 for n = 4 and q = 1. As can be seen from Figure 1 , the pseudo-polar grid consists of equally spaced samples along rays, where different rays have equally spaced slopes but the angles between adjacent rays are not equal. This is the key difference between the pseudo-polar grid and the polar grid [1] . Thus, we can refer to k as a "pseudo-radius" and to l and j as "pseudo-angles." Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Next, we define the discrete time Fourier transform of an n × n × n volume I by where ω x , ω y , ω z ∈ [−m/2, m/2], and as before m = qn + 1 for an even n and a positive integer q. The 3D PPFT is defined as the samples of the discrete time Fourier transform of (3) on the pseudo-polar grid Ω pp . Specifically, if we denote the concatenation of three arrays A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 by A = [A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ], then the PPFT of a volume I ∈ C n×n×n is an arrayÎ Ωpp ∈ C 3×(n+1)×(n+1)×(3n+1) given by (4)Î Ωpp = Î Ωppx ,Î Ωppy ,Î Ωppz , where
and Ω ppx , Ω ppy , and Ω ppz are defined in (2) . The parameter q in (1) and (3) determines the frequency resolution of the transform, as well as its geometric properties. For example, as shown in [3] , in order to derive a 3D discrete Radon transform based on the PPFT, q must satisfy q ≥ 3. The pseudo-polar grid appeared in the literature several times under different names. It was originally introduced by [34] under the name "concentric squares grid" in the context of computerized tomography. More recent works in the context of computerized tomography, which take advantage of the favorable numerical and computational properties of the grid, include [32, 33] , where equally sloped tomography is used for radiation dose reduction. Other image processing applications that use the pseudo-polar grid include synthetic aperture radar imaging [28] , Shearlets [27, 26] , registration [31] , and denoising [40] , to name a few.
Recently, [38] proposed fast iterative inversion algorithms for the 2D and 3D PPFT, which are based on the well-known convolution structure of their Gram operators, combined with a preconditioned conjugate gradients [19] solver. The convolution structure of the transform allows one to invert it using the highly optimized FFT algorithm instead of the forward and adjoint transforms derived in [2] . As the conjugate gradients iterations require preconditioning, [38] proposes a preconditioner that leads to a very small condition number, thus making the inversion process fast and accurate. However, this approach has drawbacks such as high memory requirements and dependency of the number of iterations on the size of the data. The algorithm presented in the current paper, which has low memory requirements, achieves high accuracy and is faster than the iterative algorithm [38] .
2.2. Solving Toeplitz systems. Let A n be an n × n Toeplitz matrix and let y be an arbitrary vector of length n. We describe a fast algorithm for computing A −1 n y. This algorithm is well-known and appears, for example, in [2] , but we repeat it here for completeness of the description. The algorithm consists of a fast factorization of the inverse Toeplitz matrix followed by a fast algorithm that applies the inverse matrix to a vector [17, 24] . We denote by T n (c, r) an n × n Toeplitz matrix whose first column and row are c and r, respectively. For symmetric matrices, c = r. Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php * n D n W n , where D n is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n of C n , and W n is the Fourier matrix given by
Obviously, the matrices W n and W * n can be applied in O(n log n) operations using the FFT. Thus, the multiplication of C n with an arbitrary vector x of length n can be implemented in O(n log n) operations by applying FFT to x, multiplying the result by D n , and then applying the inverse FFT.
To compute A n x for an arbitrary Toeplitz matrix A n = T n (c, r) and an arbitrary vector x, we first embed A n in a 2n × 2n circulant matrix C 2n
where B n is an n × n Toeplitz matrix given by
Then, A n x is computed in O(n log n) operations by zero padding x to length 2n, applying C 2n to the padded vector, and discarding the last n elements of the resulting vector. Next, assume that A n is invertible. The Gohberg-Semencul formula [17, 18] provides an explicit representation of A −1 n as (6) A
The vectors x = [x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ] and y = [y 0 , . . . , y n−1 ] are given as the solutions to (11) A
The matrices M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 have Toeplitz structure and are represented implicitly using the vectors x and y. Hence, the total storage required to store M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 is that of 2n numbers. If the matrix A n is fixed, then the vectors x and y can be precomputed. Once the triangular Toeplitz matrices M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 have been computed, the application of A −1 n is reduced to the application of four Toeplitz matrices. Thus, the application of A −1 n to a vector requires O(n log n) operations. The pseudo-code of applying A −1 n to a vector is described in Algorithms 7, 8, and 9 in the appendix. Algorithm 7 lists the function ToeplitzDiag, which computes the diagonal form of the circulant embedding of a Toeplitz matrix. Algorithm 8 lists the function ToeplitzInvMul, which efficiently multiplies an inverse Toeplitz matrix, given by the diagonal forms of its Gohberg-Semencul factors (see (6) , where f is some unknown univariate trigonometric polynomial of degree n ≤ N . We want to estimate the values of f at a new set of points {x j } M j=1 , x j ∈ [−π, π]. This can be formulated by first solving (12) min
for the coefficients vector α, followed by evaluating
In matrix notation, (12) is written as
where the entries of the matrix A are given by a jk = e ıkyj and the coordinates of the vector f are f j = f (y j ) (we denote by f both the vector and the function, as the appropriate meaning is clear from the context). Direct solution of (14) for the coefficients vector α requires O(n 3 ) operations (assuming N and M are of size O(n)). Obviously, solving for α also depends on the condition number of A, which affects the accuracy of the estimate of f (x i ).
We next present a fast algorithm for computing f (x i ) (faster than directly solving first for α), which exploits the Toeplitz structure of A * A and uses the NUFFT [8, 10, 16, 14, 35, 20] . The resulting algorithm has complexity of O(n log n + n log 1/ ) operations, where is the accuracy of the computations, in addition to a preprocessing step that takes O(n 2 ) operations. Following [20] , we define NUFFT type I by
c j e ±ıkxj , k = −n/2, . . . , n/2 − 1, and NUFFT type II by
The sums in (15) and (16) can be approximated to a relative accuracy in O(n log n+ n log 1/ ) operations by any of the aforementioned NUFFT algorithms. From the definitions of NUFFT of types I and II, we see that A * f , where A is the matrix from (14) and f is an arbitrary vector, is equal to the application of NUFFT type I to f . Similarly, the application of A to an arbitrary vector c is equal to the application of NUFFT type II to c. Hence, the application of A or A * to a vector can be implemented in O(n log n + n log 1/ ) operations.
To solve the least-squares problem of (14) we form the normal equations The right-hand side of (17) can be computed efficiently using NUFFT type I. The matrix A * A is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix of size n × n. The first column of A * A, which due to the symmetric Toeplitz structure encodes all its entries, is computed efficiently by applying NUFFT type I to the vector w whose entries are w j = e −ınyj /2 . Computing (A * A) −1 takes O(n 2 ) operations using the Durbin-Levinson algorithm [15] and applying it to a vector takes O(n log n) operations using the Gohberg-Semencul formula [23] , as was described in section 2.2. This procedure is described in detail in [2] . Since (A * A) −1 depends only on n, it can be precomputed. Therefore, solving for α in (17) takes O(n log n + n log 1/ ) operations and computing f (x i ) in (13) takes additional O(n log n + n log 1/ ) operations using NUFFT type II. The entire resampling algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. Accurately solving for α requires A to have a small condition number. The maximal condition number of A obtained in Algorithm 5 (solving (17)) while being called from Algorithm 2 for various inputs and different values of n is illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that the operator A depends also on the values x j , j = 1, . . . , n j , and not only on n. As can be seen, the condition number is less than 25 even for very large volumes.
3. Direct inversion of the 3D PPFT. Given the PPFTÎ Ωpp defined in (4) of an unknown n × n × n volume I, the proposed direct inversion algorithm recovers I in two steps. The first step resamples the PPFT to an intermediate Cartesian grid. Specifically, we resample the trigonometric polynomialÎ of (3) from the grid Ω pp in (1) to the frequency grid (18) Ω c = {(qu, qv, qw) : u, v, w = −n/2, . . . , n/2}.
The second step of our algorithm recovers I from the samples ofÎ on Ω c . Note that this second step cannot be directly implemented by inverse FFT. The two steps of the algorithm are described in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, its pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1, and its complexity is analyzed in section 3.3.
3.1. Resampling the pseudo-polar grid to the grid Ω c . We start by describing the procedure for resamplingÎ from Ω pp to Ω c . It is based on an "onion Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php peeling" approach, which resamples at iteration k, k = n/2, . . . , 0, points in Ω pp with "pseudo-radius" k to points in Ω c that lie on a plane. When the iteration that corresponds to k = 0 is completed, the values ofÎ have been computed on all points of the grid Ω c . We define the sets Ω
⊆ Ω c , k = n/2, . . . , 0, consisting of the frequencies on whichÎ has been resampled until (and including) iteration k. Note that for convenience, we index the iterations from k = n/2 to k = 0. Thus, we have that Ω
and Ω (0) c = Ω c . Formally, we define Θ (k) to be the frequencies on which we resampleÎ at iteration k so that
and for j, l = −k, . . . , k
(n/2) . Moreover, the frequencies of Θ (n/2) are the frequencies Ω ppx (±n/2, j, l), Ω ppy (±n/2, j, l), and Ω ppz (±n/2, j, l), l, j = −n/2, . . . , n/2, defined in (2). Thus, the values ofÎ on Ω (n/2) c are given as a subset of the values of I on Ω pp . Therefore, no resampling is needed at this iteration.
For subsequent iterations, we use an example to accompany and clarify the formal description. We use as an example a grid corresponding to n = 8 that demonstrates how the values ofÎ on Θ (n/2−1) (which is Θ (3) in our particular example) are recovered.
Since the same procedure recovers the values ofÎ on Θ +x . The pseudo-code for recovering the values ofÎ on Θ (k) is given in Algorithm 2, whose details are also explained below. In Figure 3 (a), green solid squares correspond to points from Ω (k+1) c on whichÎ has already been evaluated (in previous iterations), red circles correspond to points from Ω ppx with a fixed k = n/2 − 1, and blue dots correspond to points of Θ (k) +x on which we want to evaluateÎ. The frequencies in Θ (k) +x are points in R 3 ; however, as can be seen from (20), they all lie on the same plane, and therefore, we depict them as a 2D image whose axes are i and j from (20) .
The first step, depicted in Figure 3(b) , consists of resampling the points of Ω (k+1) c (solid green squares) to the same spacing as the pseudo-polar points. In the case of k = n/2 − 1, this means that the first and last rows are resampled, and the result of this resampling is denoted by patterned yellow squares. This step is implemented by lines 11−14 in Algorithm 2. Next, as depicted in Figure 4(a) , for all columns, we use the latter resampled points (patterned yellow squares) together with the points of the pseudo-polar grid at the same column to resampleÎ to intermediate sampling all the columns (see Figure 5 (a) for resampling of another column), which results in the grid of Figure 5 (b). This is implemented by lines 18−20 of Algorithm 2, which using the conventions of Figure 5 resamples the red circles along the columns to the filled teal circles, which are now on the same rows as the points indicated by the blue dots (our target sampling points). Next, we apply 1D resampling to each row by using the resampled points from the previous steps together with the points of Ω 3.2. Recovering I fromÎ on Ω c . The second step in Algorithm 1 (line 11) recovers the volume I from the samples ofÎ on Ω c (see (18) ). Define the operator
u j e −2πıjqk/m , k = −n/2, . . . , n/2, m = qn + 1.
For a volume I of size n × n × n, we denote by F (21), (3), and (18), respectively, we conclude thatĨ is equal to the samples ofÎ on the grid Ω c . Thus, if we apply the inverse of F D to the x, y, and z dimensions ofĨ (in a separable way), we recover I from the samples ofÎ on Ω c . The inversion of the operator F D is described in [2] . Specifically, in our case, for m = qn + 1, the adjoint of F D is given by
w k e 2πıjqk/m , j = −n/2, . . . , n/2 − 1.
The matrix F * D F D is a Toeplitz matrix, whose entries are given by
and its inverse is applied as described in (6) . The volume I is recovered by the application of (F *
The operator F * D is applied efficiently to a vector w by adding q − 1 zeros between every two samples of w, applying the inverse FFT to the resulting vector, and keeping the n central elements of the FFT-transformed vector (see Algorithm 3 for a detailed description). The pseudo-code of the algorithm for recovering a volume I from the samples ofÎ on Ω c is given in Algorithm 4. 
Algorithm 5 13: 
20:
C(n − j + 2 : n + 1, k) , y, x 21: end for 22: R 2 ← zeros(n + 1 − 2j, n + 1 − 2j) 23: for k = 1, . . . , n + 1 − 2j do 24:
The second step, recovering I fromÎ on Ω c , takes O(n 3 log n) operations as well. This yields a total computational complexity of O(n 3 log n) operations. If the preprocessing is done in runtime, the total complexity becomes O(n 4 ) operations, due to the Durbin-Levinson algorithm used for inverting Toeplitz matrices. The computational complexity can be reduced from O(n 4 ) operations to O(n 3 log 2 n) by solving (11) as described in [23] . Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php (23) 
The total storage requirements for n applications of Algorithm 2 is 4n
2 . This storage is used to store the diagonal Toeplitz matrices D 1 , . . . , D 4 .
Numerical results.
We implemented Algorithm 1 in MATLAB and applied it to several volumes of sizes n×n×n, where n = 32, 64, . . . , 512. All experiments were executed on a Linux machine with two Intel Xeon processors (CPU X5560) running at 2.8 GHz, with 8 cores in total and 96 GB of RAM. All 3D experiments were performed with q = 3 (see (2)).
Algorithm 2 is based on a series of 1D resampling operations. We compare two methods for implementing this 1D resampling-least-squares-based (LS-based) approach and the Toeplitz-NUFFT-based approach, both described in section 2.3. The LS-based approach, described in (12), consists of finding the coefficients vector α of a trigonometric polynomial, followed by direct evaluation of the polynomial at the resampling points. Using this resampling approach in Algorithm 2 results in computational complexity of O(n 3 ) operations (excluding a preprocessing step). Nevertheless, its implementation in MATLAB is highly optimized. The Toeplitz-NUFFT-based approach, described in section 2.3 and Algorithm 5, results in computational complexity of Algorithm 2 of O(n 2 log n+n 2 log 1/ ) operations. The two resampling methods are compared by using them as the underlying 1D resampling in Algorithm 2. Both algorithms use a preprocessing step which is excluded from the reported running times. The error incurred by the two algorithms is measured by
where I[k, m, n] is the original volume and I r [k, m, n] is the reconstructed volume. Running times for both methods for volumes of sizes n×n×n, where n = 32, 64, . . . , 512, are shown in Figure 7 . The volumes in this experiment consist of PPFT transformed random independent samples from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Figure 8 compares between the reconstruction errors of Algorithm 5 and those of LS-based resampling. The results show that both methods are comparable in terms of accuracy. Since our hardware currently cannot process 3D volumes of sizes larger than n = 512, we compare the LS-based resampling and the Toeplitz-based resampling Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 1: Input: MatrixĨ of size (n + 1) × (n + 1) × (n + 1). 2: Output: Volume I of size n × n × n such that (22) holds. 3: c ← zeros(n, 1) 4: m ← qn + 1 5: for k = −n/2, . . . , n/2 − 1 do 6: for l = −n/2, . . . , n/2 do 7:
c(k + n/2 + 1) ← c(k + n/2 + 1) + e πıql(−n/2−k)/m 8: end for 9: end for 10:
Algorithm 7 12: I 1 ← zeros(n + 1, n + 1, n) 13: I 2 ← zeros(n + 1, n, n) 14: I ← zeros(n, n, n) 15: for k = 1, . . . , n + 1 do 16: for l = 1, . . . , n + 1 do 17: v ← I(k, l, :) 18: v ←AdjFDecimated(v)
Algorithm 3 19:
20:
end for 22: end for 23: for k = 1, . . . , n + 1 do 24: for l = 1, . . . , n do for larger values of n by applying both 1D resampling methods to 1D chirp signals defined by cos(10k 2 j ), k j = −π + 2π n j, j = 0, . . . , n, n = 512, 1024, 2048, 4096. Each signal's samples given at k j were resampled to 0.3k j using LS-based resampling and Toeplitz-based resampling. The 1D chirp signal is displayed in Figure 9 . The running times of the two methods, which do not include preprocessing timing, appear in Figure 10 . The approximation errors of both methods are practically identical, as shown in Figure 11 . Next, we compare the direct inverse PPFT in Algorithm 1, the iterative algorithm described in [38] , and a single iteration of an implementation that computes the Gram operator of the PPFT using the NUFFT as suggested by [13] . For the latter method, several iterations are required, whose number depends on the condition number of the PPFT operator. However, to keep all timings within the same scale, we compare the other two algorithms to only a single iteration of the latter. The results are illustrated in Figure 12 , which shows that Algorithm 1 is faster than the iterative algorithm [38] as well as faster than a single iteration of the 3D NUFFT-based algorithm proposed by [13] . Results for n = 512 do not appear in Figure 12 (unlike Figure 7) as it was impossible to process volumes of that size using [38, 13] . Given the long running time of the 3D NUFFT-based algorithm, we executed above only a single iteration of this algorithm. However, to compare accuracy of our proposed method with that of the 3D NUFFT-based algorithm, we execute next the 3D NUFFT-based algorithm until the error becomes smaller than 10 −12 or the number of iterations exceeds 100. Due to time constraints, we used only n = 16, 32, 64. The input for each n was the PPFT of a volume of size n × n × n of random normally distributed i.i.d. samples with zero mean and unit variance. We implemented the 3D NUFFT-based algorithm with the same preconditioner as in [38] . For n = 16 the algorithm took 112 seconds and the resulting error was 7.25 × 10 −13 , obtained after 40 iterations; for n = 32, it took 2, 710 seconds with an error of 7.5 × 10 −13 after 100 iterations; for n = 64 it took 22, 477 seconds (more than 6 hours) with an error of 1.61 × 10 −12 after 100 iterations. The iterative algorithm described in [38] Comparison between the running time of Algorithm 1, the iterative algorithm [38] , and one iteration of the NUFFT-based algorithm [13] .
errors similar to the direct inversion algorithm (Algorithm 1) whose errors appear in Figure 8 .
Finally, we tested the direct inversion algorithm on real volumes of different sizes: a dolphin of size 64 × 64 × 64 (Figure 13(a) ), a bird of size 128 × 128 × 128 ( Figure  13(b) ), and a 3D cup of size 256 × 256 × 256 (Figure 13(c) ). The volumes were taken from the McGill 3D shape dataset [39] . The PPFT of each of them was used as an input for the inversion algorithm. The results of the inversion appear in Table 1. 5. Conclusions. In this paper, a new algorithm for inverting the 3D PPFT is described. The algorithm processes at each iteration a 2D slice of the input, where each such processing uses only 1D operations. The main component of the algorithm is fast resampling of univariate trigonometric polynomials. The resampling is implemented using a 1D nonuniform Fourier transform together with fast algorithms for Downloaded 06/06/16 to 132.67.250.147. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Toeplitz matrices. The algorithm is not iterative and requires a fixed amount of time that depends only on the size of the input. Moreover, the algorithm has low memory requirements, allowing to process large 3D datasets in a reasonable time. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on volumes as large as 512 × 512 × 512 in double precision.
Appendix A. Algorithms for Toeplitz matrices. The algorithms for Toeplitz matrices used above are summarized in Algorithms 5-9. Algorithm 5 describes fast resampling of univariate trigonometric polynomials. In Algorithm 5, NUFFT k (k = 1, 2) refers to the type of the NUFFT-see (15) and (16) . The parameters −1 and 1 in lines 6, 11, and 13 in Algorithm 5 refer to the sign of ı in the complex exponent. 
